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Winnie Chan Wang

Elizabeth Koraca, an expert TV contributor and a regular on CNN, CNNi, Fox News, Fox Nation, Business
Rockstars, and iHeart Radio. She has been featured in print publications New York Magazine, NASDAQ, Yahoo,
and Entrepreneur says “Winnie is committed and passionate to her topic and always delivers. It is evident how

much she loves and cares about people.  She is an engaging storyteller who is both interactive and
entertaining.”

LA's TOP 25 Health Influencers

Speaking Topics:
Answers to your questions

Knowing who we are, trusting
ourselves, identifying our gifts,
finding our purpose, and loving the
totality of ourselves is what we all
want but do not have.

Complete self mastery
You will stand in your authentic
power and shift from being the
victim to the author of your life.

Rejuvenate and rejoice 
Rest and nourishment we get from
the shadow is what allows us to
love and serve others in the day

Available for bookings!
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Winnie Chan Wang is a mindfulness and traditional medicine expert, international speaker,
bestselling author, and a professor in acupuncture at the Alhambra Medical University. In her
private practice, Winnie applies integrative medical approaches (acupuncture, mindfulness

training, and reiki) to help her clients reduce fatigue, pain, anxiety, fear, and worry. She has the
vulnerability of Brene Brown and the science-based background of Deepak Chopra where she

provides her clients with an integrative approach to healing past trauma and challenges.
 

 



Let’s Fiesta for
Mixed Roots Gala
Winnie Chan Wang encourages
you to tap into your feminine side.
Men and women alike have both
masculine and feminine sides. We
are literally 50% from our father
and 50% from our mother.

Evidence shows that when we are
open to receive more, our hearts
will open up even wider than
before and that's when you will
truly live and enjoy each moment
and your life will be a fiesta.

W I N N I E ' S  K E Y N O T E

Total Reach  = 10k

love@mindfulhealingheart.com

Interview Topics:
 

Energy Healing
Yoni power - deep acceptance

Abandonment wound and ticket to freedom
Ability to receive love through trust and surrender (with vision board)

Acceptance transitions us from suffering to comfort
Addiction to seduction and manipulation

All truth, all the time
Authentic - becoming true to myself

Authority / patriarchy wounds (daddy issues reprised)
Yin Yang Balance Test

Yielding vs setting boundaries
Worrying - how it hurts our digestion

Words (texting or commenting online) can be a weapon
Wisdom and stupidity are One

Wild Woman, yes I am!
Wide ocean, empty sky -meditate and become one with nature

Why stress?
Who Am I

and so much more...

@mindfulhealingheart


